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HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTATION (TERAFLOPS) FOR 
SEISMIC PROCESSING 

R. PHILLIP BORDING’ 

Many l~undamcnlai \CiWiiC pnussci arc haxd on ila\c cquk 
tions, The finite diffwrncr fwmiation of the acou*Lic wave equ:~- 
Lion i, tranirmmcd into il “““p”,c cnginc. 1 WilYC quillion iliilcr~ 
mc5 sngins. This massively pxallrl compolc engine is trill) 
scdilhlc and dots “<I, cxhlhil ,hc p,“” pcriwl,wncc chillmlc,cl~lr,lci o/ 
existing ,lhlaiiCi lllachiner. ‘lbr p”““t)pr SCi\,“iC oiodrling lllaChinC 
is the b;isis fbr an imaginp WYS cmilchinc which uses a ICYCCSC time 
algirilhm. This prt~xuck alg”‘iLhm in harduilre i5 cap;hle or \up- 
porting tsraflop e*ecution rates. This ~n~akci it fcasiblc to compute 
311 prcwacl\ dcpih migrations ill ,,m dq 

WAVE MActttiex IN’~KOOUC’~‘~ON 

Machines are mans’ way of reducing work. saving human 
effort, and in general making life more enjoyable. The use “f 
digital computers as a tool for problem solving has expanded 
to all aspects of modern life. Prior to the digital era many 
computational machines were built to aid in problem solving. 
The sextant and slide rule are good examples. Machines 
were built to compute latitude, tell time, and to predict the 
tides. These mechanical devices reached a remarkable state 
of refinement over the centuries of the industrial revolution. 
The development of intcrchangcahle parts, a hy-product “f 
mass production helped Charles Bahbagc (Mosclcy. 1964) in 
his effort t” build the first digital computer, the Difference 
Engine, shown in Figure I. This pioneering engineering pro- 
ject of the early 1800s attempred to construct a mathematical 
difference engine, to compute Newton’s difference calculus. 
It did function as designed but wx plagued by friction and 
mechanical troubles. 

Just recently a new machine was built to celehratc his 
birthday using his designs and it worked. This replica of the 
Bahhage Difference Engine was built using the same 
machine tools of his era and benefited from a careful study 
OS his designs. Surely hc would hevc hccn pleased to set it 
operate. 

Fig. 1. The Babbage Difference Engine, circa 1850. 

In the pi”nccring days “f reflection seismic processing 
travel time templates were used to hand migrate seismic shot 
records. In seismic processing substantial wmputing effL-t is 
con~umcd by pn~grams based “n the acwstic and elastic 
wave equation. The next tw sections describe a uxn,~ure 
<,rz~ine for wave equations. This nOtion of computing is 
rally dillcrcnt from our current digital wmputer technol- 
ogy. The idea is to construct an applicatinn specific con- 
puter or engine just for the wave equation. The first section 
dcscrihcs an xtuill compute lmachine prototype, the Wave 
Equation Difference Engine by Bording ( IYYS). The second 
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wcti~n dcscrihn a proposed wave machine or engine for 311 
pre-st;wh depth mignrion which shall hc called an imaging 
cnglllc. 

Wave equation dit’terence engine 

The wave equation difference engine (WEDF) is a pro!i,- 
lype pxll~l computing machine consrructed 10 solve :I finite 
diliwcnce approximation 10 the xouslic wave equation. The 
prc~c~y~~c h:ts imr pr~~ce~x~~~ which perform all the arid- 
tnwic otxration\ in special digital hardware. This hardware 
&sift, is lieuly scalable in the number (11‘ procc\sors with- 
out an) lt~5 01 clficicncy and overcomes many deftxls 01 
cnislin: parallel wmputers. The compute engine performs 
shot wcord and exploding reflector modeling. Further. 
thccituw 01 the time symmrrry of the wave equation Ihi\ 
nlixlcling co111pu1cr can perform reverse time migrations. 
(RTM) (Hcmon, 1978). (Loewenthal et ill., lY7hj. 
l\h’tliclrrorc. IYX3), (McMcchan. 1081). (Baysal et al.. IYX3). 
~(‘hang and McMechan. 1986). (Don:: and McMcchan. 
I YO3J. iand tHording and Liner, I YY4). 

‘The wa\ic equation plays an important part in the pmccs- 
\ing or xismic data. Its principal use is to relate data cot- 
lcclcd on a recording surface to the interior of the cuth. 
Wa\;cs pr~++!alinp within an inhomogeneow lnedia grns~-- 
ate ret’tections which are then recorded. a seismic txpcri- 
I~CIII. llsing known velocity models of the earth it is possible 
10 simulac dais cnpcrimcnt. Thcce synthetic experimenw USC 
Ihc WBVC equation to generals sr~smogmms with charilctcris- 
tics similar to field rxperimcnls (Alford ct at., lY74), (Kctly 
et al.. lY7h). and (Kelly et al.. 19X2). The computational 
&)I-t for three dimensional (71)) seismic modeling is enw 
,n,ous I Baker. I YXY) (Holherf, 1989). and the development of 
wave mnchincs cm make modeling hoth afiordabtc and 
limcly. ‘Ttx tpractic:ll 11se of 3D is illustrated by the pre-stack 
deplh migrali~~ns complex salt s1ructurcs of (Ratcliff et al.. 
lW4l. 

A p:~r:~llet implementation 01 a seismic dcplh migwtion 
us,ng ,mcssagc passIn, o and a cluster of workstations with 
reported hy (Murillo. IYYO). His results for ten PI-ocessol-s 
ztxnv a rcxsonahlc efficiency for each processor of 94 per 
cell,. The resu11s are ,,o, as g”“d lor Iwenty pn,cessors where 
be individual prwcssor raw drops Iu 50 per cent. I conclude 
the exchange of data is limiting the processors. His results 
xc shown in ‘Table I. The expected time is the single proccs- 
SOT lime divided hy the numhel- of parallel processors in a 
ctustcr. ttcrc the efficiency of computalion i\ diminished as 
lhc numhcr of processors is inclrased. At fift!’ per ccnl CIT. 
cimcy it is cl~rly hcttcr LO use two clusters of IO proceswr~. 
Tuo complrte ,johs could he run hy two clustcn in ewen- 
tially the unw time. This raises the question. how doss one 
go aboul making xismic mi)dclinf and migration work in 
parallel? 

A pl-ot<~type two dimensional wa~c tnachine has hew cow 
strucicd which dcmonstrntes the Ceasihitily ol’ a mnssivcly 
parallel compu!alional engine for seismic !modeting 
(Hording. lYY5). The elastic wwc equation can also he trans- 

Table 1. A Parallel Depth Migration. Scalable but not Linear Computing. 

Elapsed 
Time 

(Seconds) 

Expected Processor 
Time EffiCif3”Cy 

(Seconds) 9; 

R.P RORINNG 

Iormed into :L diffcrcncc engine and this ii an ongoing 
research project. boor this p”pu the Swu\ M-ill he the xouaic 
wave equation Notice the drscriptior doe\ 1no1 u\c lhc word 
cmnputer. The gcncwtily OS Ihc word computer implie the 
ability 10 \ol\;c differrnl problem\. Here Ihc U\CI of lhc 
dexriplivc tcnr eil,~i,ir. in p;lniculx the diftbrencc cnginc 
~mcans a dcvicc which co!npu!e\ dil’tixcnccs. The approxima- 
tion used u,ith Lhc wax equation rcquiw the consfl-uctior 01 
numwical differencw or derintivcs. Commonly used tnrth- 
ads lix solving the ~;IVC equation ~ncludc Fourier. finite cle- 
merits. and finite difference\. Each mcttwd has adv;mt:lges 
and limilation\ hul all rcquirc arrays of slorage and comput;~- 
tion These finite dillcrcncc mctlrnds are well wited for par- 
illtcl computation The local IULUI~ or linilc diltcrcnce meth- 
ods provide :I distinct ;~duantagc and will hc considered 
I‘urthcr. This docs not preclude finile elcmcnl mcthwts 01 
Fourier schemes fro111 hcing useful as paraltcl methods fm 
solving Ihe wave cquatiotl. Howrvrr. these olhcr methods 
will no! he con\idercd hcrc. Bcsidcs the tocal ~nafure of Ilnite 
differences. the regularity of the grid rmatches the SVUCIIII(: of 
reclnngular xuys. 

I’rototype 

The wax equalion dillcrcncc cnpinc (WEDE) was con- 
SII.IICIC~ 10 dcmonstl-ale that a tl-uly twaltrl ilnplemcnr;lti(,n 
of the finite difference equation is t’cxihle. The hand built 
WEDE prototype is show1 in I?gure 2. Mosl cxihting implc- 
mentalions of parallel compulation u\e distrihulcd proccs- 
SOIS connected via :I high speed \wirch or network. The 
not;lhtc cxccpliotn wcrc Ihe CM-I and CM-2 by Thinking 
Machines which are 1x1 Iongcr in production. The CM 
machines had special routing hardwxc functiorn and inter- 
processw conncclions. In gcnel-al. the limitalions of rhcsc 

Fig. 2. wave Equation Difference Engine by Earding. 
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networks become evident as more processors are used and as 
more data is exchanged. One way to overcome these limita- 
tions is to eliminate the generality and make the processors 
and interconnections much more specific and direct. This 
will restrict the nature of the problems which can be com- 
puted but actually provides a benefit, a feasible and scalable 
computer. 

The WEDE implements the acoustic wave equation using 
four processors in parallel. Each processor computes the grid 
point finite difference equation in step with the neighboring 
processors. The method requires two independent results for 
each grid point evaluation. The arithmetic within each pro- 
cessor is computed in parallel. Thus the machine has three 
levels of parallel computation, the processors, the arithmetic, 
and the algorithmic results. The registers are designed to 
hold all data and single memory load is used each computa- 
tion cycle. Similuly all results are stored in a single cycle. 
The traditional instruction cycle is used, the loading of data 
registers, computation, and then storing of results. Within 
each processor multiple results are computed and data asso- 
ciated with the grid point selects which is stored. This allows 
all computation to proceed without logical processes to delay 
one result in favor of another. Essential to high performance 
is the deterministic execution of the instruction (Brent, 
1973). If any irregularity is allowed then it becomes impossi- 
ble to control data movement. 

The acoustic wave equation is shown in Equation I for a 
constant density media. The wave speed is C, the wave field 
is Y’, and the subscripts indicate the spatial dimensions, x and 
z. The source function is n-c(t). 

IYY d2Y 1 d2Y 
p+z=F &2 _ + VC(f). (1) 

The source is available at every grid point and applied only 
where selected. Each grid point has a control word which 
applies the source and receiver criteria. The boundary condi- 
tions are applied everywhere using damping weights (Cerjan 
et al., 1985) and the interior is kept constant. The damping 
zone is 20 or more grid points depending on model. 

Model results 

The limitations of the prototype restrict the size of models 
which can be run. The test problem consists of two regions 
with a tlat separation layer. A synthetic model is defined by 
setting the geological velocity parameters on the finite differ- 
ence grid. The other parameters needed are the type of 
source and source locetion. The location of the receivers and 
the expected frequency content of the model must also be 
known. These parameters specify a model; the additional 
information needed determines the accuracy and level of 
acceptable error. The number of grid points per wave length 
is IO. The initial model has two layers shown in the initial 
frame in Figure 3. The interval velocities in metres per sec- 
ond are (1500 and 1800) in sequence from the surface. This 
flat layer model has a retlector at a depth of IO0 metres. The 

source is placed in the center of the model. and the sou~cc is 
a Ricker wavelet. A 2.5 frame movie was recorded during a 
typical run. Five of the frames are shown in Figure 3. The 
difference between reflecting and non-reflecting boundal-ics 
is observable in Figure 3 by comparing the top and left hand 
sides. In this run the damping boundary condition is applied 
only to the sides of the model. The reflection just starting in 
Frame 25 from the top demonstrates the resulting hard 
boundary. 

Massively parallel computing 

The addition of another processor to the WEDE architec- 
ture design requires additional memory and interconnections 
to the existing processors. These devices are connected in a 
linear fashion and each incremental processor operates Just 
like all the rest. The number of processors is only limited by 
the size of the problem In two dimensions assume the model 
size is 2,000 by 2,000 then a linea scheme would use 2,000 
processors. If each processor has a IO to 100 megat-lop rate 
the machine performance would be 20 to 200 gigaflops. 
Three dimensional problems would use a two dimensional 
mesh. This mesh inner-connected processor would have a 
perform;mce rate of 40 to 400 terat1ops. 

Modeling capabilities 

The WEDE machine is capable of computing shot records 
and exploding reflector zero offset sections. If desired it is 
also possible to compute reverse-time migrations. This will 
require an additional input data space to hold the surface 
boundary condition data. Shot record modeling requires an 
input velocity field, a source location, and a set of output 
recording locations. The source function is excited at the 
source position and when the wave field passes the receiver 
locations it is recorded. The sources and receivers do not 
have to be at the surface. Hence. VSP and cross well synthet- 
ics are also possible. 

The time required for a 3D shot record model is dependent 
on many factors. If we assume a 100 wave length cube; IO 
grid points per wave length, a modeling frequency of 60 
Hertz and a maximum to minimum velocity ratio of 4 then 
the computation effort of a shot record can be estimated. 
Using a square grid of 256 x 256 processors and a processor 
computation rate of 6 megaflops the time to compute a shot 
record would be 600 seconds. For a grid of 5 I2 x 5 I2 pn,- 
cessors and a processor rate of 20 megaflops the shot time i\ 
50 seconds. The approximate total engine rate is 400 
gigaflops for the first case and 5 teraflops in the second. 

Exploding reflector modrling is more complex and 
requires a retlectivity map to adjust the source strength. Each 
location in the model where the impedance change is suffi- 
cient to cause a reflection is considered a source point. All 
the sources go off at once, and using half of the model veloc- 
ity vaves are generated which propagate in all directions. 
The data are recorded in a manner similar to shot modeling. 
Reverse-time migration needs only the seismic time data 
placed at the recording surface. This is possible by using an 
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Fig. 3. Model and Movie Frame Snap Shots 

additional data field. Initially the seismic data are transferred 
to an array and ar each time step the data are applied as a 
boundary condition at the recording surface. 

Summary 

The WEDE prototype demonstrates that the notion of an 
application specific wave equation computer is feasible. It is 
now possible to build large scalable parallel wave equation 
engines for seismic shot record modcling. The existing diffi- 
culties of existing parallel computers for spccdup can he 
~vcrcwne by explicit communication paths and the other 
unique Scaturcs of the WEDE. In the LCIO offset domain 
these computational rngincs can be used for exploding 
retlector modeling and reverse time migrations. 

INTR~DII~~ION ‘10 I~WWNG MI\CHINES 

The Imaging Wave Machine (IWM) is proposed for three 
dimensional pre-stack depth migration (Bording; 1995a). 
The computational intensity of seismic migration and inver- 
sion limits the processing of three dimensional dala. The pro- 

crssing of two dimensional data illustrates the robustness of 
the applied mathematical tools and the current level of com- 
putational resources for imaging the earth’s subsurface. The 
additional effort required by three dimensional data is sev- 
emI orders of magnitude more and results in only the sin- 
plcst of nrathcmatical algorithms being used on the most 
powerful computers available today. This leads to a costly 
solution with a less desirable algorithm: clearly an unaccept- 
able situation. 

A solution 10 the computational resourcr problem can he 
f&md in the nature of seismic data. A high level of paral- 
lelisnl can he found in some of the wave equation based 
algorithms. By exploiting these parallelisms and using new 
computer architectural tnethods it is possible to construct 
wave engines for seismic invcrhion in three dimensions. 
These new methods use multiple parallel independent memo- 
ries and a prwessor archilecture specific tu the wax equa 
non. 

As discussed above the hasi\ for the IWM is my recent 
dissertation where the prototype seismic modeling wnvc 
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machine is presented. The suggested seismic method for pre- 
stack reverse-time migration (PRTM) is based on the wave 
equation and overcomes the dip limitations of lesser meth- 
ods. The PRTM method uses the explicit finite difference 
formulation of the wave equation and processes the seismic 
data as the surfxe boundary condition. 

Teraflops 

A Teratlop is a million million floating point operations, 
about 100,000 times faster than your typical personal com- 
puter. The future of high performance computing, Teratlop 
and above, will require a significant number of processors 
working together. The organiration of these processors will 
fall into two broad categories. Massively parallel machines 
or synchronous processors which will compute regular 
instruction streams and asynchronous processors which will 
compute regular and/or irregular instruction streams. The 
organization of existing architectures will adapt to the algo- 
rithmic needs of the applications. These adaptations might 
result in revolutionary or evolutionary designs. But whatever 
changes take place in the computer architecture the useful- 
ness of the applications operating on these machines will 
determine criteria for success or failure. 

A massively parallel computer is proposed which solves a 
class of partial differential equations using finite difference 
methods. The application proposed hue is the three dimen- 
sional pre-stack imaging of seismic data. The machine is 
designed to use three dimensional arrays of date which pass 
through a grid of processors. Due to the local nature of the 
finite difference method it is possible to arrange the data 
movement to achieve high individual element processor 
instruction rata. Using many. a million, of these complex 
instruction processors, it is possible to operate at rates above 
a teraflop. Software and language requirements are limited 
because much of the instruction processes are explicit. The 
host environment is restricted to loading initial data and 
recovering results. 

Megaflops, gigaflops, and all the flops 

The current measure of performance for computing is mil- 
lions of tloating point operations per second, the Megaflop. 
To achieve a megatlop, the memory systems must operate at 
several million load/store operations per second. Arithmetic 
processors are capable of performing the four basic opera- 
tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
within one microsecond. This level of performance is now 
available from single chip VLSI microprocessors. 

Two different routes have been taken to operate at arithmetic 
rates in excess of a megaflop. The first is to increase the clock 
speed of the single chip processor. The second is to construct 
pipeline arithmetic units which require a startup or initial load 
process. The time for a single result is an integer multiple of the 
pipeline clock. After mltlal startup a result is obtained for every 
clock. Combinations of pipelines are also used in the single 
chip VLSI processors. In fact, gate densities are now such that 
a single chip can have several tithmetic cells. 

Reaching gigatlop performance, (a thousand times the 
megaflop), still requires rhc assembly of several arithmetic 
processors. Therefore. the control and interfacing of mem- 
ory. registers, and the arithmetic units becomes a significant 
part of the design. In two-dimensional computational algo- 
rithms it is possible to construct methods which can use a 
thousand processors effectively. The success of the CM-Z, 
which used 1024 floating point arithmetic processors to 
achieve IO-30 gigallops. is an example of this approach. 

The construction of teraflop machines using current 
designs will be based on increasing the number of processors 
by a factor of ten and increasing the clock rates to effective 
rates above one hundred megahertz. The processor count is 
on the order of ten thousand and the expected processor 
arithmetic rate is one hundred megatlops per arithmetic unit. 
This assembly of pnussors requires a large and general pur- 
pose interconnection network to route data as needed by the 
different computational algorithms. 

Current limitations 

In the above description of current machines nothing is 
said about real efficiency, about the details of the processors 
or enhancements which might be used to expand capability. 
Certainly, enhancements can be made to existing processors 
and interconnection schemes and will he made. The underly- 
ing trends of higher density VLSI processors, improvements 
in programming languages. and the much needed improvr- 
ments in interconnection topology and speed will lead to 
Caster machines. 

Of these trends let us consider the programming language 
trend. If Fortran continues as the development tool for scien- 
tific computing who will provide the necessary support for 
the user community’? Where will the funds come from for the 
software support for the continuing development of Fortran 
compilers? The Connection Machine compiler reached mat”- 
rity shortly before the demise of the company and long after 
the machine development cycle was complete. The ETA pro- 
ject was terminated before the Fortran compiler was useful. 
Of all the limitations for using high performance computing 
the software bottleneck is the most punishing. It must be 
addressed if the machines are to be useful within a reason- 
able time after construction. 

The hardware trends are much more difficult to predict, 
but the most awkward to manage is the growing gap between 
memory cycle times and the processor speed (Stallings, 
1993). The two basic kinds of memory are static and 
dynamic, static uses an active transistor storage cell and 
dynamic memory uses a capacitor to store a charge. Each has 
its merits, static is larger and faster, and dynamic is slower 
but much more compact. For very large machines the power 
consumption favors dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM). Static random access memory has the distinction 
of simplicity of operation. In either case. the issue of data 
movement to and from memory must be addressed by new 
designs. Existing processors now operate at clock rates 
which are fasrer than the memory access times. Efficiency 
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Fig. 4. The Imaging Wave Machine, Post-Stack. 

then becomes problem dependent, if the algorithm has high 
data reuse and locality then the processor will have sufficient 
data for high instruction rates. Otherwise, the processor will 
have to wait for data from memory and from other proces- 
sors and have significantly lower instruction rates. The dif- 
ferent approach used here had the memory system designed 
to provide each processor with all necessary data for the exe- 
cution of each complex instruction. 

Non-traditional architectures 

The current register instruction sets we defined using sin- 
gle or at most two arguments and generate a single result. 
This places a burden upon the processor to present all the data 
sequentially. Some newer processor designs examine the 
incoming instruction stream and execute instructions out of 
sequence if analysis determines that they are independent of 
those currently executing. This hardware analysis is expen- 
sive in terms of chip floor space and only achieves a modest 
improvement. A better approach would be to determine from 
the problem the nature of the instruction stream and design a 
processor capable of efficiently managing specific problems. 
For example, assume a program computes the Fourier trans- 
form many times during a single run. Why not have an 
instruction just for the transform operation? By placing the 
data into a special register and performing the necessary oper- 
ations the program is faster and can make good use of the 
specialised hardware (Brent, 1973). No compiler assistance is 
needed other than calling the hardware device. 

Fig. 5. The Imaging Wave Machine, Pre-Stack. 

The basic method of memory-register-processor used in 
current architectures is limited in the sense that no implicit 
sharing of data is allowed between processors. All data must 
be explicitly moved prior to sharing. This can be a very time 
consuming process and must be overcome if processors are 
to be kept busy. In existing memory designs the use of inter- 
mediate memories which are smaller but faster help improve 
the rate at which data can be accessed. These cache storage 

Fig. 6. Parallel Imaging Engine. 
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3D Migration Scale 

. N, is the number of grid points in the X Direction, N, g 1024. 

. N, is the number of grid points in the Y Direction, N, 2 1024. 

. N, is the number of grid points in the Z Direction, N, g 1024. 

. Nt is the number of time steps required for the simulation, Nt 2 2048, 

. w/s is the number of arithmetic operations per grid point, W/S g 64. 

The memory requirement of eight spatial cubes (8 x N, x NY x N,) and two data 

cubes, (2 x Nz x NY x N,) is; 

M(N,, NY, N,, N,) EG 1.2 x 10” memory words. 

The computational effort is; O(N,, N,, N,, Nt, W/S) g 1.3 x 1Ol4 

Total Operations/Shot Rate x Processors 

Entire 

Time Pre-Stack 

320 x 320 Shots 

1014 

Parallel 

160 x lo6 x 1024 x 1024 1 Second 1 Day 

Fig. 7. Complexity of 30 Pre-stack Migration. 

devices introduce great irregularity to expected completion and then registers back to memory play a significant part in 
times and make it difficult to maintain synchronous perfor- making these designs difficult. In cache systems it is essential 
mance. to maintain correct data within the cache and into the main 

The rate differences between various parts of the system, memories. The IWM independent parallel memory organiza- 
memory to registers and registers to processor function units, tion eliminates these design and execution difficulties. 
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Massively parallel and 3D 

The imaging of seismic data is computationally intensive 
as described in several papers by (Mufti, 1989), (Mufti, 
1990), (Mufti et al., 1996), and (Wu et al., 1996a), (Wu et 
al., 1996b). A massively parallel wave equation computer is 
considered here as a computing resource for seismic imag- 
ing. Reverse-time migration for zero-offset data is a suitable 
method for parallel computation. The data array movement 
for post-stack three dimensional reverse-time migration is 
shown in Figure 4. The prototype wave equation difference 
engine is extended to more processors, to a higher order dif- 
ference approximation, and to different types of boundary 
conditions. The finite difference wave equation approxima- 
tion has the unique feature of being able to run backwards in 
time. This allows the surface seismic data to be introduced as 
a boundary condition and, as time is reversed, generate a 
subsurface image. 

The computational merit of reverse time imaging in 3D is 
the simplicity of the finite difference method, which requires 
three spatial dimensions and time. Other methods, Kirchhoff 
for example, require the construction of travel time tables 
and an imaging condition which could require as much as 
another order of magnitude of processing. 

Using the acoustic wave equation, three dimensional pre- 
stack reverse time migration propagates the recorded wave 
field backwards in time and correlates it with the source 

travel-time. The intermediate results are summed to con- 
struct an image of the subsurface. This pre-stack process is 
illustrated in Figure 5. For elastic data a similar algorithm is 
possible but the complexity of the staggered grid methods 
are increased by a factor of ten or more. 

The grid point template (the difference molecule) requires 
the evaluation of derivatives at each spatial location. These 
local operations, the inner products of the data with the dif- 
ference weights, and the time differencing are computed 
directly by the processor. This reduces the number of 
instructions cycles needed for the arithmetic to one. The 
parallel operation along area of subset of the area of two of 
the dimensions allows the other significant efficiency 
improvement. The interconnection of processors is unique in 
the wave equation difference engine (WEDE) design and 
allows each processor access to all needed data for each 
instruction cycle. No queues, no message passing, and no 
delay is allowed within the design. These constraints over- 
come much of the difficulty with current parallel designs, 
and the essential data movement is shown in Figure 6. 

This is an application specific computer which solves a 
class of time marching algorithms for hyperbolic partial dif- 
ferential equations. The WEDE used a second order in time 
and second order in space finite difference algorithm. Here 
the spatial differences are extended to fourth and beyond to 
improve accuracy. The boundary conditions are extended to 
allow the surface seismic data to be properly introduced. The 

. The wave equation difference engine prototype has proven the concept of an 

application specific computer for modeling. 

. It is possible to construct wave machines for specific seismic algorithms. 

. Reverse-Time Migration is an important imaging method which overcomes dip 

limitations of lesser method. 

. Three Dimensional RTM becomes a viable method when implemented on a 

massively parallel imaging wave machine. 

. Pre-Stack 3D RTM can be implemented on a massively parallel imaging wave 

machine. 

Fig. 8. Summary. 
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WEDE processor interconnection scheme is extended by 
adding the additional third dimension but this does not 
require any significant change in design. 

The entire array of processors is controlled by a state 
machine which is started by a host processor. Upon comple- 
tion of the initial data insertion, the engine is started and 
needs no intervention to complete its task. The velocity field 
and the surface data are provided internal storage arrays. All 
computational data storage is allowed for in the processor 
memories. This overcomes the Connection Machine handi- 
cap of a slow control processor. As the processors operate, 
an output facility will provide an independent, asynchronous 
data transfer for visualization processing. Upon completion 
of the run the resulting image can be moved to a seismic 
interpretation processor. This will facilitate the extensive 
man-machine analysis that is required to interpret the 3D 
data volumes. 

Assuming a grid of 1024 by 1024 processors and associ- 
ated memory arrays the processors could execute 64 arith- 
metic operations each instruction cycle. All the computations 
associated with a grid point number 64. The grid point pro- 
cessors will complete all computation in a memory cycle 
time giving an effective instruction rate of several hundred 
megaflops at todays memory cycle times. The size of a typi- 
cal inversion data volume is shown in Figure 7 along with 
the operation counts and surface data size. Assuming 320 by 
320 shots, a complete pre-stack date migration will take one 
day at a 160 teraflops computation Tate. 

Summary 

The main points of this paper are shown in Figure 8. 
Imaging three dimensional seismic data is computationally 
intensive and the use of wave equation difference engines 
can reduce the time required to pre-stack migrate large data 
sets. The WEDE prototype provides a basis to build finite 
difference engines for migration. These massively parallel 
machines could have as many as a million processors, and 
would be capable of completing an entire 3D pre-stack 
migration in one day. I predict that application specific com- 
puting will become the method of choice for seismic pro- 
cessing in the future. 
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